FAQs About the Axon Registry and MOC

**What areas of MOC can I receive credit for?**
- The ABPN has approved the Axon Registry as a way to meet MOC Part IV PIP Clinical Module Activity and Part II self-assessment. In terms of self-assessment, eight SA CME credits will be waived.

**How do I receive credit?**
- The Axon Registry can be used to meet the above two criteria once the practice has completed mapping calls and is able to access their dashboard for quality improvement purposes.

**How do I know when I’m receiving credit?**
- The AAN sends names of providers that have full dashboard capabilities to the ABPN monthly. You can see your Axon Registry participation on the ABPN site if your name is being sent by the AAN. The participating diplomate must attest to completed MOC activities on ABPN Folios to get MOC credit.

**How can I verify that I am receiving credit for the ABPN MOC requirements?**
- In order to check if you are receiving credit you will need to reference your ABPN physician folio.

**Where did the ABPN announce the addition of receiving credit for Part II?**
- The ABPN released a press release and you can read more on their website [here](#).

**Do I need to be an AAN member to be a part of the Axon Registry?**
- No, if you would like to receive credit for the Axon Registry in MOC but do not want to be an AAN member you can pay a fee to participate. Please contact member services at memberservices@aan.com for more information about this process.

**What information is being sent from the Axon Registry to my ABPN physician folio?**
- A regular feed is sent to the ABPN with provider name, date of birth, ABPN ID, and dates of participation in the Axon Registry.

**What should I do if I want to opt out of the feed to the ABPN for my physician folio?**
- You can opt out of the feed on your NeuroTracker profile.

**Why doesn’t the ABPN site show that I am participating in the Axon Registry?**
- Most likely it is because your practice has not yet reached the stage where your dashboard is fully mapped. If you believe you have already done this please contact registry@aan.com.